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The liquid structure of pyridine-acetic acid mixtures have been investigated using neutron scattering at various mole fractions of
acetic acid, χHOAc = 0.33, 0.50, and 0.67 and compared to the structures of neat pyridine and acetic acid. Data has been modelled
using Empirical Potential Structure Refinement (EPSR) with a ‘free proton’ reference model, which has no prejudicial weighting
towards either the existence of molecular or ionised species. Analysis of the neutron scattering results shows the existence of
hydrogen-bonded acetic acid chains with pyridine inclusions, rather than the formation of an ionic liquid by proton transfer.

Introduction

Acid-base mixtures

Our interest in ionic liquids lies in understanding structure and
solvation.1 In particular, how the local environments of so-
lutes dissolved in ionic liquids can be controlled and how this
information can be used to modify reactive and extractive pro-
cesses using ionic liquids.

In many cases the components present in ionic liquids can
be defined without ambiguity e.g. aprotic ionic liquids and
neutral solutes. For example, in the case of glucose dis-
solved in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate,2 studied as a
model for cellulose dissolution in ionic liquids, the solution
contains 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium cations, acetate anions
and glucose. However, the structures of the species present
can not always be so readily defined. Ionic liquids con-
taining halometallate anions3 typically exhibit composition-
dependent changes in anion speciation (eq. 1)

X−+MXn −−⇀↽−− [MXn+1]
− MXn−−−⇀↽−−− [M2X2n+1]

− (1)
Similarly, in ionic liquids formed by proton transfer from

acids to bases, hydrogen-bonded complex anions and cations,
can be generated in addition to simple ions following the equi-
libria shown below:4

H−A
Nu−−⇀↽−−
H-A

[Nu−H][A−H · · ·A] (2)
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[Nu−H][A−H · · ·A]
Nu−−⇀↽−−
H-A

[Nu−H][A] (3)

[Nu−H][A]
Nu−−⇀↽−−
H-A

[Nu−H · · ·Nu][A] (4)

Liquid acid–base mixtures, some of which are examples of
ionic liquids and some of which are not, have been studied
since the nineteenth century; Ramsay 5 described the forma-
tion of a ‘syrupy’ liquid from combining picoline with citric
acid, while Walden 6 described the first study of the archety-
pal protic ionic liquid ethylammonium nitrate. The proper-
ties of pyridine–acetic acid mixtures were first reported as far
back as 1934 and continue to be of interest. Non-ideal mixing
of the liquids was observed, with bulk properties including
density, viscosity, specific conductance and volume contrac-
tion displaying a maxima at χHOAc = 0.83. Examples of these
changes in viscosity and conductivity with χHOAc are shown
in Figure 1.7,8

Swearingen and Heck initially attributed this behaviour to
the formation of a ‘compound’ at χHOAc = 0.83. In the 1950s,
Venkatesan and Suryanarayana proposed full ionisation of
acetic acid at χHOAc < 0.83 to explain the increases in con-
ductivity and pH.8 More recently, low temperature 1H and
15N NMR studies of pyridine-acetic acid solutions in CDClF2/
CDF3 identified the formation 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 pyridine-
acetic acid aggregates, [py···HOAc], [py···HOAc···HOAc]
and [py···HOAc···HOAc···HOAc], respectively, which slowly
exchanged on the NMR time-scale9 with the degree of pyri-
dine protonation increasing with the cluster size. Langner
and Zundel reported the presence of weakly hydrogen-bonded
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Fig. 1 The change in viscosity and specific conductivity with
composition of pyridine–acetic acid mixtures at 30 ◦C (data
replotted from Swearingen and co-workers7).

acid-base pairs between χHOAc = 0.17 to 0.50 in chloro-
form solution, in equilibrium with free pyridine and acetic
acid, identified by infrared spectroscopy.10,11 At χHOAc =
0.17, all acetic acid was reported to be complexed, as acid-
base pairs ([Py···H−OAc]) with no evidence for formation
of [Py−H···Py]+ species that would be indicators of pyridine
protonation.

Considering similar mixtures with slightly stronger bases,
Johansson et al. 12 reported that neat N-methylpyrrolidine–
acetic acid mixtures formed ‘poor’ protic ionic liquids with
a low degree of ionicity, and that this varied with composition
mirroring the properties of the pyridine–acetic acid system.
They proposed that hydrogen-bonded complex anion clusters,
[AcnH(n−1)]–, with greater acidity than ‘free’ acetic acid, were
formed, explaining the observed non-stoichiometric maxima.
Gas phase ab initio calculations showed that hydrogen-bonded
acid-base pairs were more stable at χHOAc = 0.50, whereas
when χHOAc > 0.50, anionic clusters stabilised by charge dis-
persion were preferred and consequentially lead to protonation
of the base.

This picture, of ionic interactions stabilised by charge dis-
persion over hydrogen-bonded oligomeric carboxylic acid
chains seems to be common both to the ionic liquid system
of Johansson et al. 12 and to the solution state NMR studies
of pyridine-acetic acid from Golubev et al. 9 Proton transfer
in acid-base mixtures is a complex phenomenon, dependant
on ∆pKa between the acid and base,13 the hydrogen-bonding
ability of the base,14 and on the acid-base ratio, χHOAc.

‘Free proton’ model in neutron scattering

The inherent structural complexity of liquids and glasses
makes structural determination challenging.15 Neutron
diffraction provides a powerful tool to investigate such disor-
dered materials and the adoption of computational simulation
methods, such the Empirical Potential Structure Refinement
(EPSR) approach,16 makes analysis of atomically complex
systems possible, even when all the individual correlation
functions can not be explicitly obtained.17 However, as
with any simulation techniques, it is possible to fit various
arbitrary models to experimental data. In order to guide fitting
to structurally and chemically sound outcomes, as much
chemical information as possible needs to be included in the
initial simulation models.

Many liquid systems have been successfully studied, in-
cluding water,18 aqueous salts and surfactant solutions,19 in-
organic molten salts20 and glasses,15,21 chemically ‘simple’
molecular liquids such as aromatic hydrocarbons,22 ethers and
alcohols,23 carboxylic acids,24 and chemically more ‘com-
plex’ ionic liquids.1,25,26 and ionic liquid solutions.2,27

In all studies of ionic liquids to-date, the ions have been
treated as discrete species without taking possible equilib-
ria into consideration. Even with protic alkylammonium ni-
trates,25 ionic descriptors ([RNH3]+ and [NO3]–) have been
used, an approach that is valid considering negligibly small
dissociation constant for this ionic liquid (eq. 5 with Kd =
3.6×10−3 at 298 K28):

[EtNH3][NO3]
Kd−−⇀↽−− EtNH2 +HNO3 (5)

However, for the reasons discussed above, this approach
cannot be adopted for weak acid-base mixtures because of un-
certainties about the extent of proton transfer.

We decided to use neutron scattering to investigate the
liquid structure of pyridine-acetic acid mixtures, employing
EPSR to model the data. A deconstructed description of the
acid-base mixtures (H−A + Nu) incorporating only atomic
connectivity information for two base components, A– and
Nu, were used. The acidic hydrogen was incorporated as a
‘free proton’ with no defined connectivity and was allowed to
locate within the simulation model at positions driven by the
iterative fit to the experimental data.

This approach was chosen to permit the simulation to re-
spond to potential ionisation of acids and report directly on
the the degree of proton transfer and resulting speciation
within the liquids under investigation, and provide a versa-
tile methodology for characterising complex fluids with labile
protons. Botti et al. 29 have previously applied this methodol-
ogy to the study of acid speciation in concentrated HCl solu-
tions; a system that is atomistically although not necessarily
structurally simpler than those under consideration here. Ex-
perimental data was modelled using EPSR simulations con-
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Fig. 2 Atom types used in the initial EPSR simulation models for
pyridine and acetate.

taining, respectively, unconstrained H+, [H3O]+ or [H5O2]+

(i.e. [H(H2O)2]+) ions in addition to water and chloride. Com-
parable results were obtained in each case, indicating that the
simpler free proton model was capable of evolving to repro-
duce the equivalent proton solvation environments as the more
constrained models.

Experimental

Acetic acid, pyridine and acetic acid-d4 were purchased from
SigmaAldrich, deuteriated pyridine-d5 was purchased from
SigmaAldrich and Goss Scientific (Cambridge Isotope Lab-
oratory). Deuterium substitution in each case was greater than
98%.

Mixtures containing pyridine and acetic acid with χHOAc =
0.33, 0.50 and 0.67 with differing combinations of deuteriated
(D), protiated (H) and 50:50 mixtures (H/D) of pyridine and
acetic acid were prepared (Table 1). For comparison, data for
neat pyridine (χHOAc = 0.00) and acetic acid (χHOAc = 1.00)
were also collected for fully protiated, deuteriated and 50:50
mixtures. Densities of the fully protiated pyridine–acetic acid
mixtures were measured using an Anton Paar DMA 4500 den-
sitometer giving densities consistent with literature values.7

These elemental compositions and densities were also consis-
tent with the observed total neutron scattering cross sections
for each sample in the SANDALS experiments.

Neutron scattering data were collected on the twenty three
samples (Table 1) using the SANDALS spectrometer at the
ISIS pulsed neutron and muon source at the Rutherford Apple-
ton Laboratory, UK. The instrument has a wavelength range
of 0.05–4.5 Å, and data were collected over a Q range from
0.05–50 Å−1. Each sample was contained in ‘null scatter-
ing’ Ti0.68Zr0.32 flat plate cells with internal geometries of
1× 35× 35 mm and a wall thickness of 1 mm. During mea-
surements, the cell was maintained at a temperature of 298 K
using a recirculating heater (Julabo FP50). Measurements
were made on each of the empty sample holders, the empty
spectrometer, and a 3.1 mm thick vanadium standard sample
for the purposes of instrument calibration and data normalisa-
tion.

Data reduction was performed using GUDRUN,30 to pro-
duce a differential scattering cross section for each experi-

Table 1 Experimental sample compositions, indicating the mole
fraction acetic acid (χHOAc) and pyridine:acetic acid ratio.

χHOAc Pyridine Acetic acid
(pyridine:acid ratio)

1 0.00 D
2 H/D
3 H
4 0.33 (1:2) D D
5 D H/D
6 H/D D
7 D H
8 H D
9 0.50 (1:1) H D
10 H/D D
11 D D
12 D H/D
13 D H
14 H/D H/D
15 H H
16 0.67 (2:1) D D
17 D H/D
18 D H
19 H/D H/D
20 H H
21 1.00 D
22 H/D
23 H

mental sample. The experimental sample densities and scat-
tering levels were consistent with the actual isotopic composi-
tions of the samples. Calibration and background subtraction
for single atom scattering was made to produce a differential
scattering cross section for each sample. Data from the neu-
tron diffraction experiments was analysed using the Empirical
Potential Structure Refinement (EPSR) program.16,31 The ex-
perimental total structure factors, F(Q), were extracted from
the neutron scattering data for each of the isotopically distinct
samples at each composition. These were used to build and
refine three dimensional models of the liquid structure consis-
tent with the experimental data using EPSR for the two pure
liquids (pyridine and acetic acid, χHOAc = 0.00 and 1.00 re-
spectively) and for the three mixtures at χHOAc = 0.33, 0.50,
and 0.67. The EPSR approach consists of a Monte Carlo
simulation, using Lennard-Jones potentials with atom-centred
point charges that are combined with basic information about
the structure of the atoms or molecules present in the system
and total atomic densities of the system to constrain the model
in a chemically and physically reliable manner. By comparing
the differences between calculated and experimental structure
factors in Q-space for data sets, an empirical perturbation po-
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Table 2 Lennard-Jones well depth (ε), range (σ ), and charge (q)
parameters used for the reference potential of the Empirical
Potential Structure Refinement model.

Atom type ε (kJ mol−1) σ (Å) q (e)
Pyridine
N 0.500 3.25 -0.2300
H1 0.200 2.40 0.0500
C1 0.500 3.50 0.0460
H2 0.200 2.40 0.0320
C2 0.500 3.50 -0.0150
C3 0.500 3.50 -0.0280
H3 0.200 2.40 0.0320
Acetate
O 0.210 2.96 -0.2750
HA 0.200 1.60 0.0650
CA1 0.066 3.50 -0.2525
CA2 0.105 3.75 0.1075
‘Free’ proton
HF 0.100 0.60 0.5000

tential is determined. This is combined with the reference po-
tential used as the new potential for simulations, iteratively
driving the simulation model towards agreement with experi-
mental data.

All the EPSR simulation models were refined against the
experimental data over the full data range (Q = 0.1-50 Å−1).
A maximum amplitude in the non-parameterised empirical po-
tential of 30 kJ mol−1 was allowed in addition to the reference
potential. Within the EPSR simulations, pyridine was mod-
elled using a simple molecular description while acetic acid
was described using the ‘free proton’ description: as an ac-
etate anion and unconstrained proton. Atom types for pyridine
and acetate were defined based on their unique positions in the
molecular skeleton of the two moieties, as shown in Figure 2.
The full parameters of the reference potential used, derived
from OPLS-AA parameters, with charges scaled by 0.50, are
given in Table 2. The free proton was assigned initial param-
eters of ε = 0.100 kJ mol−1 and σ = 0.60 (Å) in the reference
potential in order to inhibit location of unparameterised hy-
drogens on top of oxygen atoms during equilibration of sim-
ulation models. The charges initially determined for isolated
gas phase ions were deemed too high to adequately represent
a condensed phase. Scaling down charges has been shown to
be necessary to accurately represent liquid structure in ionic
liquids26,32 and the reduced charges used here are compara-
ble in magnitude to those used by Imberti and Bowron 24 for
their molecular acetic acid reference potential. Interatomic
distance constraints used to define the basic molecular geome-
try of the pyridine and acetate structures within the model, ob-
tained from ab initio minimised geometry of the acetate anion

Table 3 Intramolecular bond distance (Å) and bond-angle ( ◦)
constraints used to define the basic structures of pyridine and acetate
anion in the initial EPSR simulation model.

Bond Distance (Å) Bond Angle ( ◦)
Pyridine
N-C1 1.356 C1-N-C1 120.00
H1-C1 1.080 N-C1-H1 120.00
C1-C2 1.450 N-C1-C2 122.00
H2-C2 1.080 H1-C1-C2 120.00
C2-C3 1.435 C1-C2-H2 120.00
C3-H3 1.080 C1-C2-C3 120.30

H2-C2-C3 120.00
C2-C3-C2 115.90
C2-C3-H3 122.05

Acetate
HA-CA1 1.090 HA-CA1-CA2 111.40
CA1-CA2 1.554 CA1-CA2-O 115.30
CA2-O 1.234 O-CA2-O 129.50

HA-CA1-HA 107.70

Table 4 Details of the size of the EPSR simulations boxes used.

Mole Fraction Na
i box size, n Number density

(χHOAc) /Åb /atoms Å−3

0.00 500 40.59 0.008223
0.33 800 42.57 0.007776
0.50 900 41.67 0.007878
0.67 1000 40.26 0.008272
1.00 1200 39.96 0.007520

a Number of independent groups in simulation box (pyridine
+ acetate + proton); b cubic simulation box of size

n×n×n Å.

using GAMESS-US33 at the MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory,
are summarised in Table 3.

Simulations were equilibrated over ca. 2000–3000 cycles
before accumulating and averaging data. The EPSR refine-
ments, in each case, were initialised using an equilibrated
Monte Carlo simulation containing approximately 500–600
molecular moieties (pyridine and acetate) with an appropriate
number of protons to achieve charge neutrality. Total number
of pyridine, acetate, and protons and size of each simulation
box, corresponding to the experimentally determined molec-
ular densities of the fully protiated mixtures are detailed in
Table 4. Centre of mass radial distribution functions were cal-
culated using the SHARM routines within EPSR.
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Results and Discussion

Neutron diffraction data were collected for liquid samples of
acetic acid, pyridine, and pyridine-acetic acid mixtures, at
three compositions χHOAc = 0.33, 0.50 and 0.67, with a range
of H/D substitutions as detailed in Table 1.

Data was modelled using EPSR and good fits between the
experimental and EPSR simulated structure factors were ob-
tained in each case. Figures 3 and 4 show comparisons of
experimental and simulated S(Q) data and the corresponding
Fourier transforms to real space g(r) for each of the isotopi-
cally distinct experimental mixtures. From the resulting sim-
ulation models, centre-of-mass radial distribution functions
(RDFs) for acetic acid–acetic acid, pyridine–acetic acid, and
pyridine–pyridine were calculated (Figure 5).
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Fig. 3 Experimental S(Q) data (symbols), EPSR models for the data
(lines) and residual differences between simulated and experimental
data (dashed lines) (left), and the Fourier transform to real space
g(r) (right) for pyridine (top) and acetic acid (bottom). Labels
represent the experimental compositions shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 4 Experimental S(Q) data (symbols), EPSR models for the data
(lines) and residual differences between simulated and experimental
data (dashed lines) (left), and the Fourier transform to real space
g(r) (right) for the pyridine-acetic acid mixtures: χHOAc = 0.33
(top), 0.50 (middle), and 0.67 (bottom). Labels represent the
experimental compositions shown in Table 1.
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respective plots.

Pyridine

A good fit of experimental and EPSR simulated structure fac-
tors for three isotopically distinct samples of pyridine (pro-
tiated, deuteriated and 50:50 mixture) was obtained (Figure
3, top). The RDF reveals a well defined first shell centred
around 5.6 Å with a minimum at 7.5 Å. The average pyridine–
pyridine coordination number in the first shell is 10.1± 1.6
which compares favourably with previous MD simulations
from Sagarik and Spohr 34 who reported approximately 11
molecules in the first coordination shell.

The centre-of-mass spatial density function (SDF) for pyri-
dine was calculated and is plotted in Figure 6 to show the top
20 % probability of finding a pyridine atom around the cen-
tral pyridine within the first coordination shell to 7.5 Å. The
inhomogeneous distribution is revealed, with higher probabil-
ity regions above and below the pyridine ring, which arise
from π-orbital interactions and the ability of near neighbour
molecules to approach closer to the centre of mass from these
directions. Five lobes of higher probability are also evident
around the plane of the pyridine ring. Four of these lobes
roughly correspond to the positions of pairs of H−C−−C−H
hydrogen atoms in the ring that are responsible for edge-to-
face Y-interactions between rings, as seen in the liquid struc-
ture of benzene.22 The fifth lobe appears to be centred on the

Fig. 6 Spatial density function for pyridine showing the top 20%
probability within the first coordination sphere of pyridine
(2.0–7.5 Å).

Fig. 7 Spatial density functions for acetic acid derived from the
EPSR ‘free proton’ model, showing the top 25% probability of
finding an acetate molecule at a distance between 2.0–5.0 Å (left)
and 5.0–7.0 Å (right) from the centre of mass.

pyridine N–lone pair, although there is no evidence of aggre-
gation through C−H · · ·N interactions. An in-depth analysis
of the pyridine–pyridine structure (e.g. angular distribution
ring-ring correlations) is outside of the scope of this paper.

Acetic Acid

Imberti and Bowron 24 have reported on a neutron scatter-
ing investigation of acetic and formic acids using a molecular
(undissociated) descriptions to seed their EPSR model. The
dissociation constant of pure acetic acid35 is in the order of
1.8×10−5, therefore no dissociated protons were expected to
be observed. Here, the outcomes of modelling acetic acid us-
ing a ‘free-proton’ model (with acetate and an unconstrained
proton) are compared with the previous work24 in order to test
the validity of this new approach.

Experimental structure factors for neat deuteriated, proti-
ated and 1:1 H:D mixed acetic acid, the corresponding sim-
ulated data from EPSR and the residual differences between
the experimental and model data sets are shown in Figure 3
(bottom).
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The site-site partial RDF for the free hydrogen (HF) to car-
boxylate oxygens (O) is shown in Figure 8 and reveals a strong
O–HF correlation centred at 1.40 Å. This demonstrates that
the ‘free-proton’ simulation model has responded to the ex-
perimental data input by generating an un-ionised, molecular
representation of acetic acid. The HF–O coordination number,
N(r), as a function of distance is also shown in Figure 8. Under
the first peak, the HF–O coordination number, averaged over
hundreds of configurations, was 2.38±0.87, which is consis-
tent with the formation of O···H···O hydrogen bonds. Imberti
and Bowron 24 derived a coordination number of 1.1–1.2 ±
0.5 (to rmax = 2.5 Å) for the acidic-H···O, excluding the ex-
plicitly defined O-H bond in their molecular description. Thus
giving an average coordination number for the acetic acid hy-
drogen 2.1–2.2 ± 0.5. It is worth noting that a HF-O coordi-
nation number < 1.0 would reveal the presence of free pro-
tons in the model, which would conflict with the experimental
dissociation constant for acetic acid35 and reveal fundamental
inconsistencies between the solutions obtained using the two
simulation models. This was not the case, and both models
gave comparable results.

The acetic acid–acetic acid centre of mass RDF profile is
shown in Figure 5 and reveals two maxima within the acetic
acid local coordination environment at ca. 4.4 Å and ca. 5.5
Å. The first peak reflects the formation of hydrogen-bonding
between acetic acid molecules in the first shell, whereas a
major contribution to the second peak is secondary correla-
tion through the formation of oligomeric chains of molecules
(which differs from gas-phase dimers) and is discussed later.

The association patterns for acetic acid molecules in the liq-
uid state are revealed in the SDF plots (Figure 7), which show
the probabilities of finding acetate groups between rmin and
rmax in different positions around a central acetate group. High
probability density within the 2–5 Å SDF around the carboxy-
late function is a result of O···HF···O hydrogen-bonding, and
corresponds to the first peak in the acetate-acetate RDF (peak
max at 4.4 Å). The postulated origin of the second peak in the
acetate–acetate RDF at 5.5 Å is confirmed by calculating the
SDF over the range of 5.0–7.0 Å, which shows this second re-
gion relates to hydrophobic association of the methyl groups.

Thus, starting with an ionic model for the liquid, comprising
of protons and acetate anions, a molecular hydrogen-bonded
description was obtained from the simulation model, with all
features consistent with the previous molecular simulation.24

That is, with formation of extended hydrogen-bonded molec-
ular acetic acid chains in the liquid state and with primary
O···H···O and secondary CH3···CH3 interactions contributing
to the overall structure. This agreement indicates that the ‘free
proton’ starting description for the EPSR simulation can re-
spond effectively to the experimental data inputs and generate
a self-consistent and realistic model of the liquid structure.
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Fig. 8 Site-site partial distribution functions, gi j(r), and cumulative
coordination numbers, N(r), for hydrogen–oxygen (HF–O)
correlations calculated from the EPSR simulations of the acetic
acid/pyridine mixtures at χHOAc = 1.00 (1), 0.67 (2), 0.50 (3), and
0.33 (4). The strong correlation of the ‘free proton’ to carboxylate
oxygens is indicative of the formation of non-ionised, molecular
acetic acid. The HF–O nearest neighbour coordination number
under the first peak (maxima at 1.40 Å) is approximately 2 in all the
systems, consistent with the formation of hydrogen-bonded bridges
between acetic acid molecules. No measurable HF–N correlation
was observed in the systems.

Pyridine-Acetic Acid Mixtures

Neutron diffraction techniques have not previously been em-
ployed to investigate the liquid structure of pyridine-acetic
acid mixtures. Mixtures with χAcOH = 0.33, 0.50, and 0.67
were examined, and experimental neutron scattering data for
the H/D-isotopically substituted samples shown in Table 1
were collected. Using EPSR, the three compositions were
modelled, refining the simulations against the experimental
data sets (five each for χAcOH = 0.33 and 0.67, and seven
for χAcOH = 0.50) using simulation boxes constructed from
the appropriate composition mixtures of pyridine and ‘free’
proton acetic acid, as described above. Again, in each case,
good agreement between the experimental data and the EPSR-
derived models for the mixtures was obtained (Figure 4).

The HF–O correlation present in acetic acid as a peak at
1.40 Å in the HF–O partial RDF plot is retained in all the mix-
tures (Figure 8), indicating the presence of molecular acetic.
The HF coordination number over the separation range 1.0–
2.5 Å is ca. 2 in each case. This is slightly lower than that
of the pure acetic acid and decreases slightly with decreasing
χHOAc indicating that chains persist throughout all the studied
compositions, although the ‘cross-correlation’ between acid
chains decreases due to a net dilution of acetic acid in the
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mixtures. No measurable degree of HF···N association was
observed over comparable distances in the models, determined
by calculating the average N–HF coordination number for the
pyridine molecules over hundreds of configurations. Demon-
strably, pyridine is not protonated to a measurable degree even
with a large excess of acetic acid (χHOAc = 0.67).

Acetate-acetate, acetate-pyridine, pyridine-pyridine RDFs
calculated from the EPSR simulations of the mixtures are
compared with those for pure acetic acid and pyridine in Fig-
ure 5. In all the mixtures, the pyridine–pyridine RDF is similar
to that of pure pyridine, and retains the first shell correlation
at 5.2 Å. Similarly, the pyridine–acetate RDFs show a first
shell peak at 5.6 Å which remains invariant with composition.
This suggests that the overall interaction profile between pyri-
dine and acetic acid is independent of the studied composi-
tional range, and that variations in physical properties7,8 arise
from changes in the association of acetic acid molecules. In-
deed, in contrast to the pyridine-pyridine and pyridine-acetate
RDFs, the acetate-acetate RDFs (Figure 5) show a sequential
change in the profile of the first correlation peak (3.0–7.0 Å)
as a function of composition. Compared to the RDF profile
for pure acetic acid, the feature at ca. 4.0 Å (corresponding
to hydrogen-bonded bridges) increases in intensity, whereas
the feature at ca. 5.5 Å decreases in intensity. Since the short
HF–O correlation is retained across all compositions (Figure
8), these differences can not arise from changes in the central
motif of hydrogen-bonded acetic acid chains and consequently
must derive from reduction or loss of secondary correlation in,
and between, chains.

Radial distribution functions plotted in Figure 9 show the
changes in correlation between the two carbon sites of acetic
acid with composition in the mixtures. The carboxylate
CA2−CA2 RDF is similar to that for the acetate–acetate cen-
tre of mass RDF and shows the same two maxima at ca. 4.5
and 5.5 Å for χHOAc−−1.00 which are at appropriate lengths
to correspond to a–b and a–c correlations along hydrogen-
bonded (-a–b–c-) chains. The methyl-methyl CA1−CA1 corre-
lation in neat acetic acid also shows a well defined maximum
at ca. 4.0 Å which appears consistent with intra-strand close
contact of hydrophobic methyl groups at the van der Waals ra-
dius. On going to pyridine–acetic acid mixtures, the short dis-
tance CA1−CA1 correlation moves out into a broader maxima
centred at ca. 4.8 Å while, as described above, the two peaks
for the CA2−CA2 correlation coalesce. Running coordination
numbers, as a function of distance, for the corresponding C–C
correlations are also shown in Figure 9. Coordination numbers
(Table 5) summed to rmax = 6.5 Å, the minimum in the RDFs
after the first peak, show a monotonic decrease in the average
coordination numbers with decreasing χHOAc from ca. 10.8 at
χHOAc−−1.00 to 3.5 at χHOAc−−0.33.

A picture of the coordination shells around each component
in the liquid can be constructed by comparing the site-site and
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Fig. 9 Plot of carbon–carbon rdfs and corresponding coordination
numbers for acetic acid from the simulation models with χHOAc =
1.00 (1), 0.67 (2), 0.50 (3) and 0.33 (4) showing the methyl
carbon-methyl carbon (CA1−CA1) correlation in red,
carboxylate-carboxylate carbons (CA2−CA2) in blue, and the
CA1−CA2 cross correlation in green.

centre of mass RDFs. The first coordination shell of pyridine
contains both pyridine and acetic acid, as shown by the first
shell peaks centred around 5.2 Å (pyridine–acetate) and 5.6 Å
(pyridine–pyridine) in Figure 5. The HF–pyridine RDF shows
only a broad, low intensity feature at 5.0 Å, consistent with the
absence of significant hydrogen-transfer or acid-base pairing.
Similarly, there is no evidence of interaction between pyridine
and the HF proton from the N–H site-site correlation func-
tion. However the SDF (for χHOAc = 0.50, in Figure 10 and
discussed below) does show that the highest probability for
locating the HF hydrogen around a central pyridine is in the
general region of the N-atom.

SDFs were calculated from the EPSR simulation for the
χHOAc = 0.50 pyridine-acetic acid mixture. Acetate–pyridine,
pyridine–acetate and pyridine–HF SDFs are shown in Figure
10. The acetate–acetate correlations covering the 2.0–5.0 and
5.0–7.0 Å range can be compared to those found for pure
acetic acid in Figure 7, and the pyridine–pyridine correlations
can be compared to neat pyridine from Figure 6. The overall
shape and positions of the acetate–acetate correlations at χOAc
= 0.50 appear similar to that in pure acetic acid. The pref-
erence for acetate near-neighbours to interact most strongly
through O···H···O hydrogen bonding is evident in the 2.0–
5.0 Å SDF. The strongest acetate–acetate correlations are as-
sociated with the carboxylate groups, which is consistent with
the HF–O partial radial distribution functions (Figure 8). The
longer range correlation through the −CH3 group, shown in
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Fig. 10 Spatial density functions for 1:1 acetic acid:pyridine mixture derived from the EPSR ‘free proton’ model. Top from left to right:
acetate around acetate depicting probability within the range 3.0–5.0 Å, acetate around acetate depicting probability within the range
5.0–7.0 Å, pyridine around acetate 3.0–7.5 Å. Bottom from left to right: acetate around pyridine, ‘free proton’ (HF) around pyridine, and
pyridine around pyridine. All plots depict the regions within the first coordination shell (3.0–7.50 Å) as shown in the RDFs, where the
probability of finding a second species is greater than 20%.

the acetate–acetate 5.0–7.0 Å SDF, becomes more diffuse and
less structured compared to the pure acid. The SDF describing
pyridine in the acetate first shell shows a largely unstructured
and diffuse probability distribution associated with both the
carboxylate and methyl groups.

Pyridine-centred SDFs show both pyridine and acetic acid
in the first coordination shell (with maxima at 5.6 and 5.1 Å
respectively). Compared to pure pyridine (Figure 6), the
pyridine–pyridine correlation in Figure 10 is more disordered
and less structured, although the maximum probability regions
still remain above and below the pyridine ring plane associ-
ated with π–orbital interactions, and as a band around the het-
eroatom. The probability of finding acetic acid within the first
coordination shell of pyridine shows a much greater orienta-
tional preference. A band of density forms an arc associated
with the N-atom. Probing specifically for HF–pyridine cor-
relations, the acidic HF hydrogen also appears preferentially
associated with the heteroatom, suggesting a weak acid-base
interaction, although at concentrations too low to reveal de-
tail in the RDFs. Presumably, this correlation relates to pyri-

dine association with the terminal groups of hydrogen-bonded
acetic acid chains.

The presence of these hydrogen-bonded acetic acid chains,
distributed throughout the liquids, can be clearly observed in
snapshots taken from the EPSR simulations (Figure 11). At
a qualitative level, the chains appear to decrease in length as
χOAc in the mixtures decreases, although, it is important to
note that these figures provide no information regarding the
persistence length for any given chain. Probabilities of find-
ing hydrogen-bonded acetic acid chains of a certain size have
been calculated, using a maximum intermolecular O–O sep-
aration of a hydrogen-bonded pair allowed for inclusion in a
chain of 2.5 Å. The results are plotted in Figure 12. In pure
acetic acid, long chains of up to 20 acetic acid units were ob-
served. Confirming the qualitative deductions from Figure 12,
the oligomer distribution and average size decreases as χHOAc
decreases. At χHOAc = 0.33, most acetic acid molecules are
involved in the formation of dimers and trimers.

The structural model obtained from the neutron scattering
experiments and analysis appears to support a liquid struc-
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Fig. 11 Snapshots from the EPSR simulations of the χHOAc = 1.00 (top left), 0.67 (top right), 0.50 (bottom left), and 0.33 (bottom right)
systems showing only the chain-forming atoms from acetic acid (C−O · · ·H · · ·O−C) and revealing a qualitative decrease in average chain
length as χHOAc is reduced.

ture comprising of oligomeric hydrogen-bonded acetic acid
chains and, although no strong ion pairing was directly ob-
served, association of carboxylic acid sites with the basic N-
atom of pyridine, as shown by the HF–pyridine SDF in Fig-
ure 10. Based on the conclusions from Johansson et al. 12

that oligomeric acid clusters can have greater acidity than acid
monomers due to the charge delocalisation, it seems likely that
acid-base association should occur most readily in mixtures
containing the largest oligomer chains. That is, when χHOAc
is large.

The significant difference in the acetic acid RDFs between
the mixtures and pure acetic acid is the reduction in the inter-
chain cross correlation, evidenced by the collapse of the 5.5 Å
peak in the acetic acid–acetic acid RDF, Figure 5 and the in-
creased diffusivity of the acetate–pyridine SDF correlation be-
tween 5–7 Å in Figure 10. Physical dilution of oligomeric
clusters on addition of pyridine, and promotion of larger

clusters at relatively low mole fractions of pyridine may ex-
plain the liquid behaviour, especially the ability to form large
oligomeric clusters with greater acidity than bulk acetic acid
enabling maximum ion pair interactions from terminal acid
groups to pyridine at χHOAc = 0.83.

Validity of the ‘free proton’ model

Because liquid systems are inherently disordered, there is not
necessarily just one model that can fit the experimental data.
The free proton approach, as described here, was chosen in
order to reduce prejudice in the simulations based on a priori
assumptions about speciation. The results show that this ap-
proach to pyridine-acetic acid mixtures generates a model for
the liquid hydrogen-bonded acetic acid oligomers that fits the
experimental data, and is consistent with that generated previ-
ously with EPSR for acetic acid using an undissociated model
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Table 5 Coordination numbers for the acetic acid C–C pair
correlation functions, calculated to rmax, the minimum after the first
peak in the corresponding radial distribution functions, for the acetic
acid-pyridine mixtures of composition χHOAc = 1.00–0.33.

Pair χHOAc rmax n(rmax)

CA1−CA1 1.00 6.5 10.5±1.6
0.67 6.5 6.8±1.9
0.50 6.5 4.7±1.6
0.33 6.5 3.0±1.4

CA2−CA2 1.00 6.5 10.4±1.6
0.67 6.5 7.3±2.2
0.50 6.5 4.9±1.6
0.33 6.5 3.2±1.5

CA1−CA2 1.00 6.5 11.6±1.5
0.67 6.5 7.8±2.1
0.50 6.5 5.9±1.6
0.33 6.5 4.1±1.5

by Imberti and Bowron 24 .

This does not, per se, disprove the validity of different mod-
els. Unsurprisingly, a comparable liquid structure was re-
vealed when the data was modelled as an undissociated mix-
ture of the two components. As discussed, such a model would
not allow potential ionisation to be revealed, simulation with
the free proton methodology allows more flexibility to the
system. Using a fully dissociated description of the liquids,
containing pyridinium and acetate ions, after Venkatesan and
Suryanarayana,8 resulted in a poor fit to the experimental data
in the the low Q region of the spectra below ca. 0.9 Å−1. This
can be interpreted in terms of the simulation trying to impose
a degree of intermediate range order on the model to account
for Coulombic attractive forces present between the cations
and anions of this model that are absent from the molecular
description.

However, the free-proton model still retains a degree of con-
straint that may drive the model through, for example through
the selection of reference potentials applied to the compo-
nents, especially charge on the acetate which will necessarily
vary and be modulated by changes in association. Within this
context, it is important to note that the free proton is only one
of approximately eighteen atoms and one of eight hydrogens
(for χHOAc = 0.50, varying with composition). The effect of
this single proton site on the structure factor approaches the
limits of sensitivity for neutron scattering techniques. Con-
sequently, it is important to tension the results with compara-
tive simulations fitting with, for example fully dissociated and
undissociated configurations, in order to differentiate between
structural contributions that arise from the simulation model
or directly from site-site interactions.
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Fig. 12 Probability of finding chains of acetic acids of a certain size
in the EPSR models of acetic acid/pyridine mixtures with χHOAc =
0.33 (1), 0.50 (2), 0.67 (3), and 1.00 (4). The maximum separations
for acetates within the same chain was is based on a ‘shortest path’
criteria of less than 3 Å separation of O atoms on adjacent acetates
(connected through O · · ·H · · ·O hydrogen bonding).

Conclusions

The liquid structure of pyridine-acetic acid mixtures of com-
positions χHOAc = 0.33, 0.50, and 0.67 has been investigated
using neutron diffraction combined with EPSR modelling for
mixtures and compared to pure pyridine and acetic acid. Using
a ‘free proton’ model for acetic acid in the systems, a descrip-
tion of the liquid structure are obtained in which all the acetic
acid is in a molecular state forming oligomeric chains through
C−O···H···O−C hydrogen-bonding. The size of the oligomer
chains increases with χHOAc and in pure acetic acid, a methyl–
methyl cross-chain correlation between oligomer strands is
also observed, and is absent (or significantly reduced) in the
mixtures. There is little evidence for proton-transfer or ion
pairing between pyridine and acetic acid in the modelled liq-
uid structure at any of the compositions investigated although,
in the models described here, the highest probability of acetic
acid correlation with pyridine was observed in the region of
the N-atom of pyridine suggesting that transient association
was occurring in the liquids, presumably from terminal acid
groups of H-bonded chains. This contrasts with the fully
ionised description of the systems presented by Venkatesan
and Suryanarayana,8 and also with the results from solution
studies9–11 where discrete acid-base clusters were reported.

The ability of the ‘free proton’ ionic description to model
and reproduce the covalent molecular structure of these sys-
tems, driven by fitting to the multiple experimental data sets
from H/D isotopically substituted samples, provides a flexible
approach to explore the liquid structure of acid/base mixtures
without biasing the simulations with input of speciation infor-
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mation and, as such, should be ideally suitable to the study
of acid/base mixtures with greater ∆pKa and intermediate de-
grees of proton transfer and ionicity.
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